q sex toys: MEET THE AMAZING BALLDO
Industry newcomer Nadgerz Inc showcased its first product - the world’s first ball-dildo
balldo™ at ANME/XBIZ in January this year. Nadgerz Inc utilised the XBIZ/ANME show to meet
and greet industry buyers and personalities in preparation for the full scale launch of its first
product balldo™.
‘We are very excited to enter the adult industry with our genre-creating range of products’ says CEO
and serial tech innovator/entrepreneur Jerry Davies.
Make sure you take a look at their humorous launch video at www.balldo.com which has already
gained a lot of views and is expected to exponencially spread the word virally.
So what is the balldo?
The balldo™ is the world’s first dildo that uses your balls for penetrative sex. The outside of the male
balls has over 6,000 nerve endings which is almost the same as the women’s vulva.
The balls have long been overlooked as a stimulable sexual organ – the balldo™ changes that forever.
By wearing a balldo™, your balls are perfectly
encapsulated in the soft skin-safe silicone cage
behind the penis-like conical tip – ready for ease
of penetration. When inserted into your partner
the sensation is out of this world – for both of you.
Your first ballsex experience will be something
you never forget – it’s the climbing of Everest for
the penetrative sex world.
Not only does the balldo™ get your balls inside
your partner, it also allows you to thrust it, almost
identically to when using your penis. However,
unlike a strap-on, the wearer gets stimulated
through the thousands of nerve-endings on the
balls and can actually have a ball orgasm – or
ballgasm as we call it!
The balldo™ is made rigid enough for penetration by its patented design and inner core and by
adding one or two of the provided balldo™ spacer rings. These rings can be added or removed
depending on how much loose skin there is above the balls. If you are particularly loose, extra
spacer rings can be bought - see our list of perks!
The balldo™ is a very rare ‘first’ – unlike the endless dildo and strap on products out there on the
market, which are pretty much a rehash of same device, the balldo™ is genuinely a completely new
and enlightening experience.
The balldo™ gives you a second penis that never goes soft. It keeps on stimulating you and your
partner enabling super lengthy sex sessions where both of you can get to climax.
For guys who are smaller than most, or guys that suffer from erectile dysfunction or premature
ejaculation, the balldo™ gives them a second chance to please and be pleased, without the worry of
going or being soft.
The balldo™ is internationally patent-pending and is the first in a long line of ball focused products
that our company Nadgerz Inc will bring to the market over the coming 24 months.
For further information, please visit https://www.balldo.com

